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While you are here…
Mazatlán is steeped in arts and culture. In Centro Historico
alone there seems to be an art studio, gallery or museum on
every corner; and amazing talent is scattered throughout this
beautiful port city.
While you are here take advantage of this and immerse
yourself into this local art scene. A good place to start would
be on one of the two great Art Walks the city has to offer. You
are guaranteed to find treasures at every stop.
Once you have found your favorite artist, pick out your favorite piece, maybe pick out two. Mazatlán art would make a
wonderful gift to give to friends and family.
Go out and enjoy all the arts and culture Mazatlán has to
offer, while you are here…

Printed by PB Press.

The paper used in M! Magazine is certified by the Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC). The FSC certification confirms
that the forest is being managed in a way that preserves biological diversity and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, while ensuring it sustains economic viability.
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On The Cover - Cover photo and all additional photos
for the story "Not Evalyn" were provided by Kendra
Jade Anderson.
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THE SOLO SNOWBIRD

Dogs and Women not Allowed
By Ana Fernandez

A short history of the Mexican cantina

T

he well known Mexican
writer/activist Carlos
Monsivais once wrote
that: ‘A cantina is that somber
corner where you take refuge
to calm the pains of love, but
also where men go to endorse
their virility and show their
comradeship accompanied by
a bottle’.
Quite often we walk by
these places and wonder what
it is really like behind those
metal doors and half walls.
Where crude jukebox music
or bad banda wafts its way
out onto the street muffling
the hum of the conversations
within. Many cantinas are
sponsored by the beer they
sell, so often they are painted
in the brand colors; yellow for
Pacifico beer or the white and
red of Tecate.
The “cantina” culture started in the mid 1800’s during
the U.S. occupation in México
when a great demand began
for the types of drinks the
American soldiers were drinking. They reached their most
popularity under the dictator
Porfirio Diaz who was president from 1876 to 1911. It was
also during this period that
cantinas were most frequented by the higher classes of
men who considered them a
haven away from life and wife!
These cantinas were definitely
a man’s world and no women,
children, dogs or even men in
uniform were allowed entry.
However, by the 1940’s and
1950’s, more working class
men began to frequent these
establishments. This
was
partially due to the popularity of Mexican film culture in
which at least one scene in
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every movie involved macho
men drinking in a cantina. It
became a place where men
could drown their sorrows and
revive their “maleness” with
other like minded amigos.
Many of them still serve free
“botanas” (snacks) while patrons play dominos or cards.
My first experience in a cantina happened quite by chance
and due to frustration. Early
on in my new life here, I had
arranged to meet friends at a
restaurant in Centro Histórico;
a section of Mazatlán I had not
yet become familiar with as I
had been staying in the Zona
Dorada (Golden Zone). After
wandering around unfamiliar
streets (the days before Goo-

Wikipedia Definition:
A cantina is a type of bar common in Latin
America and Spain. The word is similar in etymology
to "canteen", and is derived from the Italian word
for a cellar, winery, or vault.

gle maps) and having no luck
locating the restaurant, I gave
up and hit the first bar I came
across to try and gather my
thoughts.
The place was Son Sin and
it was one of the original cantinas in Mazatlán. Back in the
day it was a lively spot, where
famous Mazatleco characters
such as Carlos Bueno (painter and muralist who helped

launch the Chicano art movement) or singer song-writer/actor Jose Angel Espinoza
were frequent visitors. Many
employees of the nearby Bank
of México were also regular
patrons of this cantina.
But when I found myself
there it’s glory days were long
past. The wear and tear may
have been showing but there
was a friendly atmosphere
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to it. An organist was playing
old romantic Mexican ballads to an empty bar save for
me. The owner was a woman
whose name I cannot recall
but her character was memorable. When I asked her how
she managed uncooperative,
inebriated men, she quickly reached below the bar and
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slammed down a very large
machete on the counter!
Question answered! Unfortunately this little gem of Mazatlán closed not many years ago.
While Mazatlán has its
share of the old style cantina’s (La Dunia; El Gallo, etc.),
the most outstanding ones

are found in México
City. In fact, they are
making somewhat
of a comeback and
the formerly decaying locations are
being revived. El Tío
Pepe is the oldest
existing one, opened
in 1890. La Ópera is
popular with tourists and Salon España is well known
for its tequila selection. One of particular note is La Peninsular where
you can acquire a “legal permit” for married men. It simply says “I hereby state that I
authorize my partner to have
fun whenever he wants and
that he can drink until he gets
drunk, play and be distracted
by as many ladies as are pre-

sented to him. Signed by the
wife and mother-in-law.”
The true cantina is still a
sanctuary for the ordinary
working man and, although
many now allow entry to
women (sorry, still no dogs
allowed), it has remained a
stronghold for old values and
cheap beer. •

Check Ana's website
at TheSoloSnowbird.
com”. Ana manages
two very popular Facebook groups: Mazatlán Snowbird
Rentals (for landlords and tenants
to connect) and the Mazatlán Solo
Snowbird Activity Group.
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PROFILE

By Paola Osuna

W

alking the streets
of a city is the best
way to get to know
and discover everything it has
to offer. You learn its history
through its architecture, its
biodiversity through the products sold in its markets and
the food served in its restaurants. Even more, you will
learn a lot about its customs
through its street food, which
for me is the best representation of the identity and traditions of a city or town.
Snacks are delicious and
very important in Mexican
cuisine, with the vast majority of them being street food
that you will only find in small

MEXICAN STREET FOOD SNACKS
street stalls; They never taste
the same if you make them at
home. So, I am going to allow
myself to tempt your tastebud
by telling you about some of
the street snacks you will find
in Mazatlan.
Esquites, are corn cooked in
salted water and / or epazote
(Mexican scent herb) and once
cooked they are broken. They
are served in a glass and prepared with salt, lemon, mayonnaise, cheese, chili powder,
sometimes also with cream.
It depends on which region
of Mexico you are in they
might have a different name,
in Mazatlan we call them esquites and you can find them

in the corners near the Pino
Suarez market or in front of
the cathedral.
Roasted Corn (elotes asados) are corn, just like the esquites, but these are grilled
with charcoal. Once roasted
they are inserted with a stick,
to make a kind of trowel and
easier hold it. The way they
are prepared varies. The simplest is with lemon, salt and
chili powder; another variation can be with cream and
sprinkled with cheese and
chili powder, the cream can be
changed to mayonnaise. Very
similar to the esquites but the
corn takes on a totally different flavor when it is roasted

and the experience is similar
to eating corn from the cob.
Churros which I believed
was super Mexican, until I was
living in Spain and I ran into
them in lots of corners and
menus of many restaurants,
are a legacy of this fusion of
Mexican culture There are several versions of the true origin
of the churros, some say that
the Portuguese took them to
Europe and others that were
the invention of shepherds in
Spain. Whatever the truth, the
churros are a mixture of flour,
salt and water fried in oil and
are given a star shape which is
produced using a metal apparatus similar to a pastry bag.

This star shape is important
since when they are frying
it allows the dough inside to
grow and the outside to seal
and become crispy. Once fried
they roll in sugar. You can also
find churros stuffed with cajeta, jam, condensed milk etc.
but the traditional ones are
with sugar. In Mazatlan you
can find churros at night from
5-6 pm in the street of Aquiles
Serdán, almost corner with Leandro Valle, at the street stall
in front of the 3 Hermanos.
Corn Gorditas and atole de
pinole. The corn gordita is a
kind of sweet tortilla that is
fried in very hot oil. The heat
inflates them and they become
chubby . These are made with
a mixture of cornmeal, wheat
flour, salt, sugar and baking
soda. They are usually accompanied by a very traditional Mexican drink that is corn
atole. Atole is a hot drink made
from roasted corn with water.
The corn gorditas are very typical of this region of Sinaloa and
usually they are seasonal. The
stalls that sell these corn gorditas only sell them from late
September to April and usually only in the afternoons from
4 or 5pm. There are several
places where you can find this
typical Sinaloa delight, but the
famous gorditas with atole can
best be found at Dona Luisa located in the street of Gutiérrez
Najera, and are a local favorite.

and salt. into this wooden
container a steel carafe cylinder is introduced, where the
ice cream mixture is placed
and is stirred by hand with a
wooden spoon until ice cream
is obtained. Here in the port
there are several places where
they sell garrafa ice cream
made of fruits and other flavors. They are very natural
and a gift to eat, especially
when you want to cool off the
heat. Spots to get Gattafa ice
cream are “Nieves de Hilario”
in front of the cathedral on the
street of José María Canizales
and another Mazatlan’s traditional place is “Con Medrano”,
located in 5 de Mayo and Angel Flores. Their specialty is
vanilla and plum ice cream
When you come across
street stalls that selling these
products products, stop and
try them. Your tastebuds will
thank you. •

Paola Osuna was born and raised
in Mazatlán and refers to herself
as a “Culinary Curator”. Her approach to gastronomy is to assemble ingredients and flavours
based on research into the history
and traditions of cultural dishes.
Paola runs Tomatl Mexican Culinary Experiences. She runs food
tours and cultural cooking classes. You can reach Paola at: 669
1714800 Email: tomatlexperiences@gmail.com - www.tomatl.mx

Garrafa Ice cream is handmade, using a wooden container which is filled with ice
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El Observador

By TE Wilson

Innovation and Culture
in the Heart of Mazatlán

provide labor, but also to give
input on how the Center can
best serve the community.
“We already have about
300 volunteers,” says Peñuelas
Castro. “With that many people, as well as some financial support from the private
sector, we think this will be
a success. We’re also asking
for feedback from local artists
on how the Center might best
serve them.”

T

his March represents an
important milestone in
the history of Mazatlán,
and specifically for the Centro
Histórico: the opening of the
Centro de Innovación y Cultura (Innovation and Cultural
Center) at the corner of Belisario Dominguez and Constitución.

The construction has been
moving forward at a fervid
pace. From street level on Belisario Dominguez one can see
the hull of the ship embedded
in the ceiling. On a recent visit, the workers expressed confidence that the project will be
completed soon.

“They already have a successful model for this in Los
Mochis,” says Cecilia Sánchez
Duarte, director of the Museo
de Arte de Mazatlán. “As in Los
Mochis, the vision for the Center is to have something for
everyone.”
The new Center is located
only one block from the Plaza
Machado, in a building donated by Banorte. The idea is to
make the Center a place that
appeals to a broad cross-section of society. This includes
school groups, local artists,
and curious passers-by. There
will be workshops on art and
technological innovation, often with an emphasis on the
importance of ecology, for
both young and old.
“We’ve been reaching out
to the community,” says Rosa
Irma Peñuelas Castro, the director of the project. “This
includes support from the
business community to help
pay for the transport of school
groups from poorer areas, and
of course local artists, who
will be critical to the Center’s
success.”
As even a casual visitor to
Mazatlán knows, the city has
a vibrant arts scene, with the
Centro Histórico at the heart
of the activity. On the first Friday of every month during the
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“We haven’t set a specific date for the opening,” says

tourist season the downtown
comes alive with the Art Walk.

knowledging the importance
of Mazatlán as a port city.

or teaching entrepreneurship
to young people.

“This will be a welcome addition,” Sánchez Duarte says.
“I see this as something that
helps create an arts corridor
downtown. Visitors can visit
and learn, and we can also educate ourselves. Already at the
Museo we have two to three
school groups a day.”

“We want the Centro also to
educate people about Mazatlán,” says Peñuelas Castro.
“And that includes tourists.
We really think this will be a
fun and interesting place for
both mazatlecos and visitors.”

This is no small project: the
total investment is 170 million
pesos, which comes to about
US$ 9.2 million. There is a
strong commitment to make
the facility accessible. There
will be no entrance fee. Families from all walks of life can
visit, and both tourists and locals can learn more about the
city. As it stands, only 50% of
cruise ship visitors venture
downtown. The Innovation
and Cultural Center could help
boost those numbers.

The original bank building contained one massive,
cathedral-like room, which is
now being converted into two
levels. The entrance will have
gallery space for displaying
art. The ceiling will include the
hull of a fishing boat – leaving
the impression that one is
underwater. Upon arriving at
the second level, the visitor is
faced with the top of the boat.
This is a creative way of ac-

The plan for the facility follows closely on the successful example from Los Mochis,
which has been running for
ten years. There will be a 150
seat theatre, interactive 3D
displays, and an installation
on the history of Mazatlán.
There will also be dance and
theatre rehearsal rooms, as
well as numerous workshop
spaces to suit a variety of purposes. These might include offering a facility to a local artist,
instruction on adult literacy,

Gerardo López Romero, who is
leading the construction project. “But we’re on track to have
everything finished by March.”
Once completed, the Center will be a welcome addition
to the many attractions in the
Mazatlán’s Centro Histórico.
An impressive building has
been saved and converted into
a facility that will have appeal
to everyone. On any given day,
school children from outlying communities might mingle with cruise ship visitors,
here for only a few hours. It’s
innovative. It’s what community and culture should be all
about. •

TE Wilson is a journalist and the
author of the Detective Sánchez
series of crime novels.

Volunteers will be critical to
the new Center’s success. The
organizers are calling on participation from professionals
at all levels of the educational
system—primary, secondary
and university—not only to
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Considerations when choosing a
vacation home rental agency

Y

always booked, and therefore
makes you money.

ou finally fulfilled the
dream: you invested in
a vacation home. But if
you’re like many short-term
rental homeowners, you never
imagined the time, energy, and
money it would take to manage it. If marketing your vacation home, making reservations, stocking toiletries, and
doing the cleaning is starting
to feel like a second job, you've
come to the right place.

How to find a rental
property manager
With a quick online search,
you can start looking for a professional team to take great
care of your short-term rental.
Simply search “vacation home
property management” and
you’ll see results for companies in your area.

For the sake of your stress
level, and your wallet, it may
be time to consider hiring a
company that can take care of
renting and maintaining your
property. Allow this guide to
serve as your go-to resource
for understanding and finding the right team to help you
worry less, save time, and earn
more money.

What do property management
companies do?
If you’ve always done the
work for your rental yourself,
you may not know what you’re
missing. Property management companies exist to help
with the upkeep and maintenance of your home. Top-tier
companies even take care of
the marketing and rental side
by promoting your home, pricing it accurately, making guest
reservations, and providing
24/7 guest service.
Ideally, finding a company that offers an all-inclusive
approach to managing your
home, rather than an a la carte
menu, will save you time, effort, and, in the end, money.
You should be able to rely on
your property manager to market your home, establish rent,
screen all guests, give you protection from accidental dam-
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Look for unbiased reviews
from customers who use each
service, paying close attention to the specific reasons
they like or dislike a company. Pick the top five tasks that
you don’t enjoy doing when it
comes to your vacation home,
and make sure the property
manager can take these responsibilities (and more) away
from you.
ages during a guest stay, make
emergency repairs, track all expenses, provide any necessary
tax documents, and perform
house visits or checkups.
While there's a long list of
tasks you can rely on a property manager to do, here are
a few that we take care of at
Mazatlan4Rent that may surprise (and delight) you:
• List your home on top
sites like VRBO, HomeAway,
VacationRental.com, Airbnb,
and TripAdvisor
• Adjust your rental rate
multiple times per day to account for seasonality, local
events, timing, and more
• Offer a central reservations and guest services team
while also having local management in your area

• Complete regular inspections and use technology to
keep track of each one
• Supply household goods
such as TP, dish soap, trash
bags, and laundry detergent

As you decide whether a
property management company is right for you, be sure
you do your research to understand what each one offers, what kind of contract is
required, and what their fee
structure is.

Should you hire a property
management company?
There are many arguments
for why a property management company is a smart investment. Most homeowners
choose to hire a company for

three main reasons: they want
to save time, they want to
worry less about booking and
maintaining their home, and
they want to earn more rental income. If you fall into one
of these categories, a support
team for your vacation home
could be just what you need.

When to hire a
property manager
You can hire a vacation
home property management
company whenever you have
the need. The process is easier
than you may think, and most

If you’re tired of making
multiple trips to your property to drop off toilet paper
and trash bags, a property
management company may
be in your future. When tax
time comes around and you’re
struggling to get your rental
numbers straight, remember
that great property managers
are experts when it comes to
providing you with these details. Can’t seem to get enough
renters to make your shortterm rental worth the investment? A property manager
can ensure that your home is

M! Magazine

of it can be done online. To
save you time and limit your
stress, there are a few circumstances where signing on with
a property manager is a must.
If you don’t live near your
vacation home, it’s time to call
in some help. Whether you’re
one hour away or eight, the
logistics necessary for you to
take care of the property yourself just don’t make sense.
Find a trustworthy company
that can be near your home
but also has a centralized
team that takes care of marketing and reservations.
Not a DIYer? Most of us
aren’t. You can stop cringing
every time your home needs
a light bulb replaced or your
guests are experiencing a
clogged drain. Hiring a property management company
means you get to say goodbye
to maintenance work. Forget
housekeeping, too. Your cleaning days are over—after each
guest leaves, professionals
will get your house back into
tip-top shape.
Are you convinced yet? If
you’re still concerned that the
cost to hire a property manag-

er may not be worth it, think
again. With Mazatlan4Rent,
for example, we offer one
comprehensive fee to manage
every part of your rental. You’ll
also see how you can make
more money working with us
than going at it alone.

Remember, this is your
home. You should be able to
enjoy it while making renting
easier on yourself and earning
more income. Your due diligence during your research
process is critical to hiring the
best property management
company for your rental.

If you’re looking for a partner that takes care of the entire vacation home lifecycle,
Mazatlan4Rent will be your
top choice. As a full-service
property management company, our aim is to make renting easy while helping you
earn as much income as possible on your rental. We offer
real estate and interior design
services, hire our own housekeepers, and that’s just the
start. Our comprehensive, allin-one fee allows homeowners to hand over the keys to
literally every part of the rental experience.

More money, fewer problems

Special considerations
when choosing beachfront
property management
Similarly, if you’re a beachfront homeowner you’ll want
to be sure your guests, and
your home, are always at the
forefront of your property
manager’s mind. Can guests
contact the company 24/7
rather than waking you up in
the middle of the night?
If you have a pool, is cleaning included or do you have to
hire a separate vendor to maintain it? What protection is in
place to prevent damage from
hurricanes? Are housekeeping
services a part of the package
to remove the build-up of sand
after every guest’s stay?

March 2020

As experts in the vacation
rental industry, we understand
the most profitable methods
of marketing and setting rates,
helping vacation homeowners
earn an average of 31% more
in their first year. *
Bottom line: Our industry-leading tech, sophisticated vacation rental marketing,
and machine learning-powered pricing will get you more.
We guarantee it.

If you’re making the switch
If you switch to Mazatlan4Rent from another vacation
rental management company, we guarantee you’ll make
more than you did the previous year. If we fail to deliver,
we’ll refund you our management fee.

If you’re managing
your own property
If you’re currently managing your own vacation rental,
we guarantee you’ll work less
and make just as much with
Mazatlan4Rent—even
after
our management fee.
Let's get started.
(See our ad on page 23).
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Empowering little girls
through Storytelling
By Olivia Guzón

I

Finally, Evalyn found a place
at her aunt’s house, who didn´t
have a job but did her best to
provide her with materials to
study. Evalyn attended all of
primary school without shoes.

But she didn’t listen.
The next day, she left the
goats alone again, and
went to school.

As a way to thank her, Evalyn worked hard on house
chores before and after school,
at the same time she studied
to obtain good grades.

“In other cultures both
boys and girls go to school,
but in my culture it is different”, Evalyn explained on an
email interview. “In the Maasai culture, girls and women have no rights in terms
of speaking out or decisions
making, so a little girl demanding to go to school was
something crazy”.

magine being a little girl having to fight,
on your own, for something that is actually your right. Now, imagine you are a
grown woman and the struggle continues.

If you could do something to help other
girls not to suffer what you had suffered, would
you do it? What if you didn’t have to do it on your
own? What if, against all odds, a complete stranger became the key to help hundreds of girls.
This is the story of, Evalyn Sintoya Mayetu,
who was forced to leave her village in Kenya at a
very young age because she wanted to pursue an
education, and Kendra Jade Anderson, the woman who made it her mission to tell her story.

As expected, the goats ran
away again, and her father
gave her an ultimatum: if she
wanted to go to school she
would have to leave not only
her home but the whole village behind.

As a Massai, Kenyan, little girl, one of Evalyn’s many responsibilities was to take care of
her family’s herd of goats. One morning while
she was doing this, she saw a group of boys and
girls walking by. The next morning, they were
there again, and the same the next day.

“At first I didn't believe
him”, she said, now 28 years
old. “But I saw he was serious. I was confused as to
where to go. I was so sad, but
I had no choice”.

She got curious, and decided to leave the
goats alone and follow the group. She didn’t
know at the time, she was actually following
her heart and that decision changed her life
forever.

At the age of 8 years old,
Evalyn left her village. She was
homeless but determined to
keep attending school. She
tried to find shelter at her
grandfather’s village, but he
didn’t allow her to stay, as girls
shouldn’t study.

It turned out those kids were heading to
school, a place Evalyn had no idea existed. That
day, she remembers learning to write her dad’s
name. She was so happy and excited to get home
and show him. However, when she got home, her
father wasn’t happy. The goats had run away and
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she was told never to go
back to school. After all,
her parents had never
been to school, and girls
weren’t supposed to be
there anyway.
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“It was really difficult. I
kept asking God to help me
to become a better person so I
could help my aunt as she did
for me”.
Sadly, her aunt passed
away, so she ended up living
with friends from church and
even in orphanages. Because
of her high grades, Evalyn was
accepted at Kibirichia Girls
Secondary School, a boarding school, operated by the
church as a charitable service,
in Meru, eastern Kenya.
At the same time, in Canada, 20 years old Kendra, was
in a difficult relationship that
took her away from her family and friends. It ended when
her boyfriend, of 5 years,
committed suicide.
She had always believed in
helping people in need, so at
that difficult time, when she
felt more lost than ever, she
volunteered in an Amerindian village in Guyana. There
she found herself again.

“I felt honored to be welcomed, especially by the
women and children. It was
a healing time for me; to witness and connect with women who had experienced deep
loss in their lives, but somehow managed to live with
such love and gratitude in
their hearts”, Kendra wrote
in the book Made Beautiful by
Scars, where she told her story among other women.
Her parents, Ken and Janine Fisher, who live in
Kelowna, used to own a chain
of 100 hair salons across Canada. One of their main suppliers was AG Hair, a company partnered with One Girl
Can, a charity that provides
educational opportunities to
girls in Africa through building schools, offering high
school and university scholarships and providing mentorship programs.
In 2016, the same year her
story was published, Kendra travelled with her parents
and sister Madison to Kenya
to check the improvements
done by their donations to a
school there.
Immediately, she was impressed by the culture, for
reason’s unknown even for
her, she felt deeply connected
to Africa and realized the true
importance of being a sponsor for children there.
One night, after a safari
tour, Kendra and her family
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herself a toothbrush
sticks from a bush.

with

When she finished high
school, she went back to her
parent’s village. It wasn’t her
home anymore; It had been almost 9 years since her father
told her to leave.
“My family was happy to
see me, and although I could
never forgive them, they realized they had wronged me”,
Evalyn said.
heard a couple talking about
an extraordinary woman with
an amazing story. “They were
so passionate about this story. They kept saying they met
an amazing woman and that
her story should be told, that
we had to hear about it”, she
expressed in a video call from
Canada.
She was hooked. Who was
this woman? Kendra and her
family had to find her. The
couple told them she was a safari guide, so the next day they
went looking for this woman,
her name was Evalyn.

“Since the moment I met
her, I felt inspired by her. We
sat with her for hours and recorded her story. I didn't want
to miss anything, I knew this
was a story I would want to go
back to many times".
Little Evalyn was not little
any more. She was then 24
years old. Without her aunt,
she was on her own. Life at
boarding school had not been
easy. She relied on whatever
she could got from the church
and other girls. She had no
clothes, no money for necessities, and even had to make

Her father thought she
came back to stay, but instead
Evalyn told him she wanted
to go to university and study
to become a safari guide, a job
considered men’s only.
“I wanted to prove girls can
do it too”, she explained. “I
liked competing against men,
even when I was in school,
because I hated the fact they
felt superior to women. I went
through a lot of that when I
was young”.
This time, her father wanted to help. He gave her a cow

to sell for money. It wasn’t
enough, not even close, so
Evalyn worked as a waitress in
a lodge to save money.
There, she met a mystery
man, a Mexican man on vacation, who was so impressed
by her determination towards
education, that he volunteered
to be her sponsor and pay for
her college.
She studied Tourism and
Wildlife Management at Maasai Mara University. She became one of the few women
guides in Kenya, and one of
the even fewer who actually
drive their own safari Jeep in
Africa.
“My
male
colleagues
thought I was crazy. According to them, guiding was not
for girls, but I didn't care what
they say or think about me. I
believed in myself, I knew it
was not an easy job, but I was
a strong woman and proved
them wrong”.

in a book, so she felt ready to
go for it.
“You don’t have to be a
young girl to be inspired by
Evalyn. When I hear Evie talk
about life and pursuing your
dreams, no matter how long
it takes, it inspires me to keep
pursuing my own dreams”.
As Kendra’s family already
had a partnership with OneGirlCan.com, through AG Hair,
she asked Evalyn if she could
work on a children’s book to
raise money for scholarships
for other girls in Africa. She
immediately agreed.
“Sponsorship
programs
work if they are done properly,
and they can change the outcome of a family completely”,
Kendra emphasized.
It took her and a team of

volunteers two years to finish the book, which includes
handmade illustrations by Ingrid Bartkowiak. It is self-published with Tellwell out of Victoria, which does all the online
marketing for the book and
got it listed for sale.
She decided to title it “Not
Evalyn”, because every time a
girl is told “girls do not go to
school, do not have jobs or do
not drive”, they can now answer “that’s not Evalyn”.
On the other side, being a
mother of two boys, Kendra
finds it extremely important
for boys to relate with Evalyn’s
story.
“Although this book is to
inspire girls, it is not just for
girls. It is also for boys. We as
mother’s must educate our
boys to become better men;

they need to learn that women have equal rights”.
The book sells online for
$20 for paperback and $30
for the hardcover and every
single penny goes to OneGirlCan.com, who since 2008, has
awarded 863 scholarships to
girls in Africa, including 300
scholarships for university.
“There are tears of joy in
my eyes every time I know one
child is motivated by my story
to go to school”, Evalyn said.
In addition to raise money for the organization, some
copies will be sent to villages
in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, so girls and boys can be inspired by the book.
Evalyn is currently studying
for her second bachelor degree in Environmental Science

at Africa Nazarene University
and works in Naboisho Conservancy. She is still in touch
with her Mexican sponsor by
email, and saw him again two
years ago when she finished
college.
Who said dreams don’t
come true for little girls in
Africa? Not Evalyn, that’s for
sure. •

Olivia Guzón is a journalist. She has
worked and collaborated newspapers
like EL NORTE in Monterrey, from
Grupo REFORMA, and Noroeste, in
Mazatlán. She worked in Televisora
del Pacífico (TVP) as a copy writer
and producer of a series of mini documentaries for a news site called La
Urbe.mx. Since 2017 she teaches at
TecMilenio university. Currently, she
is also office manager at the ecotourism company Onca Explorations.

She worked at several safari camps in different conservation areas, like Lewa Wildlife Conservancy, where she
met Kendra.
"I felt instantly connected
with her", Kendra said, now 38
years old. "Even though you
have had completely different
lives, you can feel connected
to someone on a deep level;
wanting to share their story
and hope it would help someone else”.
The connection was mutual. “She was so understanding. I really wish she was my
blood sister”, Evalyn said, now
28 years old. “I thank God he
had a reason for us to meet.
She has been my mentor ever
since I met her”.
After hearing Evalyn’s story, Kendra felt inspired to tell
her story to others. She wasn´t
an experienced writer, but had
already shared her own story
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TAKING CARE

By Deborah Brannan

I

THE JOY
AND CHALLENGE OF AGING
extra skin tags? Your doctor can
remove them through freezing,
snipping or cauterizing.

’m sure most of you
have heard and possibly
own a copy of “The Joy
of Cooking”. But, how
many have heard or seen
a book called “The Joy of Aging”... no. that’s because either
nobody thinks Aging is joyful
or because Aging is very individual...there is no recipe.

BONES - You can maintain
muscle strength through activity. About one in three women ages 65 - 85 has osteoporosis, a bone-thinning disease,
which greatly increases the
risk of fractures of the hip and
spine. Studies show strength
training can build muscle,
which can take force off the
joints. Plus, weight-bearing
activities stimulate the bones
to grow stronger and denser.

Although Aging is not Joyful to some, it can be a very exciting time for all, especially
if you are in good health. Are
you one of those people who
says “it’s too late for me!”

Although worn joints may
benefit from anti-inflammatory drugs and activity, surgery
may become necessary as cartilage loss begins to accelerate.
Joint-replacement
surgeries
have become common.

I’ll let you in on a little secret. It’s NEVER too late. NEVER too late to start living the
best life you possibly can. All
you need is a few little secrets.
And, although there is no “special recipe”, a few little secrets
can getting you “cooking up”
good health.
Statistics show The number of Canadians and Americans aged 45-60+ will increase
by more than 39% during the
next decade. People who reach
the age of 65 have a life expectancy of 18-20 years over their
current age. There are in fact,
many elderly people who are
MORE healthy at age 80 than
they were in their 20’s.
Fortunately, scientists have
studied the human body for
decades and have developed
age specific health and fitness
programs that enable elderly
people to live life to their fullest, well into their 90s.
If you or someone you
know is aging, it’s time to stop
thinking about how bad your
body is going to be, and time
to start thinking about how
to live your life as healthily as
possible.
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The bottom line! It’s NEVER
TOO LATE to start taking care
of your body.
The key is understanding
what your body needs as it
ages. Everyone ages differently, and lifestyle plays a
major role, but we all experience both hard-to-notice and
impossible-to-miss changes
in your physical and mental
health.
As I said earlier, there is no
“special recipe”, but there are
key ingredients. How you blend
them, mix them or measure
them is very individual ... you
create your own health recipe.

SKIN - With age your skin is
drier, which can be a welcome
relief for the third of women
who were plagued by oily skin
and experienced breakouts
throughout their adulthood.
Wrinkles and lines are more
plentiful, but so are the options for keeping skin looking
bright. Gentle exfoliation and
moisturizing are especially
important. Pick skin products
with antioxidants and glycolic acid, which promote skin
thickening and increase collagen production. And apply
a broad-spectrum sunscreen
with a sun protection factor,
SPF 30, every day. And those

YOUR SENSES - Lifestyle
plays a major role in helping
to maintain your senses as
you age. Staying away from
loud noises, eating a well-balanced diet, seeing a doctor
immediately if you notice that
your senses of sight, smell or
taste diminish significantly.
You may have trouble seeing when first entering a very
dark or bright area. That's because as you age, your eye
muscles slow down, causing
your eyes' pupils to react more
slowly to changes in light. If
you're plagued by dry eye, OTC
medications can help create
more tears. Approximately 68%
of seniors experience some degree of hearing loss. Getting fitted for heading aides helps you
stay engaged with others and
your environment.
If you noticed that blues
seem grey or reds appear
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more intense, it is changes in
the lenses of your eyes; which
have started to yellow with
age. If it gets too bad, you may
need cataract surgery.
Your senses of smell and
taste will likely declined, reducing the ability to enjoy subtle flavors. Taste buds decrease
in number and sensitivity, and
nerve endings in the nose may
not work as well. Turn up the
dial on seasonings. Mazatlan
is the perfect place to spice up
your life and amplify the aroma and flavour of foods with
local foods rich in both
YOUR SEX LIFE - Sex in
your 60’s and beyond? You bet!
A recent survey found that 60+
men and women were much
more likely to be sexually active, and reported a more positive attitude toward sex than
people in their 50’s.
Sex-related hormones —
estrogen and progesterone in
women decline, and vaginal
dryness may become more
noticeable. But lubricants are
effective, as are prescription
creams and tablets. testosterone in men declines causing erectile dysfunction (ED).
The incidence increased with
age; by the age of 70, 40 -60%
of men will experience symptoms. Not smoking and eating
a diet rich in antioxidants can
help, plus the pharmaceutical
products available to treat this
are limitless.
METABOLISM - While metabolism typically slows up to
5% per decade, it doesn't mean
you have to gain weight as you
age. Staying active and cutting
calories will help maintain or
improve your weight.
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As you age you may secrete
less hydrochloric acid, which
decreases the availability of
vitamin B12. Ask your doctor
if you need a B12 supplement.
Also, your ability to produce
vitamin D in response to sunlight gradually decreases. Your
doctor may recommend a vitamin D supplement, as well
as 1,200 mg daily of calcium.
The sensations of hunger
and thirst can decrease with
age, often leading to dehydration and malnutrition. Plan
to eat several small meals
throughout the day, and consume at least 6 cups of water.
IMMUNITY
Allergies,
which result from an overreactive immune system, are
likely a thing of the past, because your immune system
isn't as sensitive.This less-aggressive immune response
means you're more susceptible to getting sick. Chronic
inflammation, which is linked
to heart disease, diabetes and
arthritis, makes it even harder
for the body to mount an effective immune response.
After 60 you should get a
Pneumonia shot and a higher-dose flu vaccine. A new
study suggests you can boost
the effectiveness of your vaccines by getting at least seven
hour sleep.
HEART - Older hearts
pump about the same volume
of blood with each beat as
younger hearts. However, Your
heart's walls are get thicker
and the valves become stiffer. One way to improve your
heart health is keep moving.
People who spend as little as
half hour a day on activities
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like walking and dancing have
a 20 - 40% lower risk of dying
from heart disease than those
who do no activity.
A skipped beat or a racing
heart could be atrial fibrillation, a type of heart arrhythmia that becomes more common with age. Since it can
increase the risk of stroke,
mention it to your doctor. You
should also report if you're
experiencing unusual fatigue,
weakness when exercising or
dizziness. Heart disease is the
leading cause of death for people 75 - 84.
URINARY SYSTEM If
you're generally healthy, your
urological system likely functions pretty well. Bladder tissue contracts and expands
less efficiently as you get older, often leading to overactive
bladder, incontinence and in-
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Expats in Mazatlán are pretty happy
people. Just make sure all of your
social interactions stay strong.
fection. About 60% of women
in their 60’s will experience
some type of urinary incontinence. Kegel exercise which
can strengthen the muscles
around the bladder should be
part of every women’s health
regime. More than half of men
in their 70’s experience symptoms of an enlarged prostate
gland. Symptoms include a
weak urine flow or difficulty urinating, but medications
are available and can help. See
your doctor.
Gotta go during the night?
Not to worry; that's normal.
80 percent of people 60+ need
to get up at least once a night,
and 25 to 35 percent of those

in their 70s get up at least
twice. Try decreasing fluids after 6 p.m. and avoiding
caffeine in the afternoon. If
you're on diuretics for high
blood pressure, this may also
contribute, speak to your doctor about taking your pill in
the morning.
Urinary tract infections are
common as you age. If you're
not experiencing symptoms,
sometimes it's better to do
nothing. Antibiotics can clear
up the infection, but they often disrupt other bacterial
balances.
HAPPINESS- Expats in
Mazatlán are pretty happy

people. Just make sure all of
your social interactions stay
strong.
Does your spouse seem
mellower than he or she once
did? "The ability to regulate
one's emotions improves as
you get older.
As long as your health remains good, you can expect to
be happy. Studies also suggest
that negative emotions like
anger and sadness become
less frequent with age, perhaps because older adults get
better at tuning out negativity.
MEMORY - Research shows
that the steep loss of brain
function once thought intrinsic to aging is often avoidable. By improving your brain
health with regular mental
stimulation, social interaction
and physical activity, you can
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slow down this loss of brain
function. In fact, one study,
older adults fared as well as
those under 30 on intuitive
decisions.
Part of your brain circuitry
starts to burn out with age,
but most of us compensate
by relying on other parts of
our brain, and our past experiences, to make decisions.
That’s the 'wisdom' that accrues with older age.
Feeling increasingly forgetful? This happens because
the transmission of nerve impulses between cells slows
down as you age.
Real cognitive decline becomes more prevalent by your
80s; nearly half of Americans
85 or older have Alzheimer's.
Your best prevention plan is
intellectual stimulation, time
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with family and friends, and
exercise.
So, although there is no
“Recipe” add common sense,
medical awareness and some
spice, and you will soon be
thinking of writing “The Joy
of Aging”. •

Deborah Brannan, is a Retired
Canadian Nurse living full-time
in Mazatlan with her husband.
She worked most of her career in
trauma and ICU and earned her
Masters Degree in Chronic Disease management. She is dedicated to helping the expat community of Mazatlan access quality,
transparent healthcare.
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BEST BEATS

BAND

GENRE

MONDAY

ALETS MALAFAMA

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Cheers Bar

Cheers Bar

Dugout

Fish Market

BBE

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

FACEBOOK
Alets Malafama

Surf’s Up Cafe 1PM - 4PM

The Brenster

Country

Cousin Alice

Jazz/Swing

DIVERSITY

Original

KANNON

Classic Rock

KRAKKEN

Classic Rock

LA ROOTS

Reggae

LOS BANDITS

Blues/Rock & Roll

LOS GRINGOS
LOCOS

Classic Rock

Luis Corrales
and Friends

Cello and Violin
*Special Present

MALAVISTA S.C.

Cuban/Latin

PHOENIX BAND

Classic Rock

REX

Classic Rock

ROCK CREEK

Classic Rock

ROB LAMONICA

Blues +

Sergio Avila La
Magia Del Sax

Sax/Instrumental

SUNCAI GITANO

Acoustic Guitar/
Spanish/Flamenco

T-42

New Wave/Alternative

Macaws Bar 7:30pm

Tanya Carrum

Pop Vocalist

La Catrina 6:30PM

Wingin'it

Blues Pop Rock Latin

ZAZ

Classic Rock

Brenster’s Beach Bash Diego's

Brent Mcathey
Pedro y Lola

Waters Edge 6:00PM

Cousin Alice

La Fabula 6:30 PM
Gus & Gus 8:30PM
- 12:00AM

Gus & Gus 8:30PM - 12:00AM

La Corriente 2-5PM Gus &
Gus 8:30PM - 12:00AM

La Catrina 7:00PM - 10:00PM

Lucky B’s/Pin Ups 7 - 11PM

El Velero Isla de La Piedra
2:30PM - 6:00PM

Palapa Fishermans
3:00PM - 6:00PM

Hotel RIU 1:00PM - 3:00PM Cafe
Pacifico 7:30PM - 10:15PM

Hotel Las Flores 8:30PM-12AM

Diego’s 4PM - 7PM Hotel
Las Flores 8:30PM

Kannon
Fisherman’s Landing
2:00PM - 5:00PM
Diego’s Beach House
5PM - 8PM

Diego’s Beach House 3:00PM
Twisted Momas
7PM - 10PM
Art Walk - Waters
Edge 6PM - 7PM
Waters Edge 7:00PM

Pinup’s/Lucky BS 7:00PM

Pinup’s/Lucky B’s 7:00PM

Luis Alberto
Corrales Salazar

Pedro y Lola 8:30PM

La Fabula 9:30PM

Via Condotti 8:30PM

Malavista S.C.

Twisted Mamas Days

Twisted Mamas Days

Twisted Mamas Days

Twisted Mamas Days

Pinup’s/Lucky BS 7:00PM

Dugout 9:00pm

Pinup’s/Lucky BS 7:00PM

Bar 28 6:00PM

Rex-rock

La Catrina 6 - 9 PM
Via Condotti 6PM

La Bohemia

La Mona-Centro

Topolo 6:30PM - 9:30PM

Diego’s Beach House 12:00PM
Agatha Kitchen Bar
7PM - 10PM

Hotel El Cid La Concha 9AM - 12PM

Rob Lamonica

Hotel El Cid La Concha 9AM - 12PM

Hotel Torres Mazatlán
Restaurant La Palapa
9AM - 1PM / VITTORE
2PM - 5PM

LaMagiaDelSax

Ruido Bar 9:30PM

Macaws Bar 7:30pm

Te para Dos

Waters Edge 7:30PM

Via Condotti 6:00PM

Ruido Bar 9:30PM

Water’s Edge Bistro 7:00
Waters Edge 7:00PM

La Jaiba Pata Salada 2PM

Ruido Bar 9:30PM

La Fabula 6:00PM
Life en Español 6PM

Lori Davidson
Simba’s Bar 10:00PM

Friends Dinner 6:00PM

PLEASE CHECK A BAND'S SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS FOR DATE CONFIRMATION - If you’d like to be added to our “Best Beats” music calendar please send your information via WhatsApp to: Julia Yushyna 669 148 0293

PLEASE CHECK A BAND'S SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS FOR DATE CONFIRMATION - If you’d like to be added to our “Best Beats” music calendar please send your information via WhatsApp to: Julia Yushyna 669 148 0293
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BEST 06-08
BETS
MARCH

08

GORDON CAMPBELL SEASON
2020: THE ROMANTIC
MUSIC OF AMERICA

FIESTA DEL AGAVE

WARNING: The following
information might be subject
to change after publishing.

01

GORDON CAMPBELL SEASON
2020: FATHER AND SON
This would be the first
collaboration of the conductor
with his son, Alexander,
at the fiddle, and Laura
Hauer, at the piano. TEATRO
ÁNGELA PERALTA / 12:00 hrs. /
TICKETS go from S100 to S350
pesos and are on sale at the
THEATER’S BOX OFFICE.

Mezcal tasting, Mexican cooking
classes, cocktail classes and talk
about the importance of the
mescal in the Mexican traditions
as well as the main differences
between mezcal and tequila
(in Spanish). Come with friend
and enjoy this amazing event.
MUSEO DE ARTE MAZATLÁN
/ 12:00 to 20:00 hrs. / TICKETS
are $150 pesos per day, on sale
at the museum’s box office.

MAZATLAN INTERNATIONAL
QUILT AND CULTURAL FESTIVAL
Linda Hannawalt, owner of San
Francisco Quilt Shop, comes
back with this amazing event
for the second time around.
Arts, crafts, quilt displays,
contests, concerts and more. The
event is endorsed by Venados
Mazatlán, so there will be many
fun surprises along the three
days. MARCH 6,7 & 8 TICKETS
are $150 pesos and are on sale
at SAN FRANCISCO QUILT SHOP
and VENADOS STADIIUM’S BOX
OFFICE / More information at
www.mazatlanquiltfestival.com.

06

ART EXHIBITION:
PUENTES DE PAPEL
An art exhibition involving
pieces from 5 artists from
Mazatlan (Cecilia Sánchez Duarte
(responsable), Cecilia García
Morales, Manuel Velásquez
Carlock, Marysol Galvan Pelayo y
Carlos Zazueta.) and 5 Canadian
artists (Manon Coté, Karine
Landerman, Marie-Eve Longtin,
Hélène Raymond Amyot y Claude
Aimée Villeneuve). MUSEO DE
ARTE MAZATLÁN, at Galería
Roberto Pérez Rubio / Opening
at 16:00 hrs. / Exhibition will last
until May 08th / FREE ENTRANCE.
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ART EXHIBITION: CASA
ESTUDIANTIL OCTUBRE ROJO
Photographic exhibit by Eunice
Adorno, about the historic
legacy of the student movement
from 1968. MUSEO DE ARTE
MAZATLÁN, at Galería Antonio
López Saenz / Opening at 16:00
hrs. / Exhibition will last until
May 08th / FREE ENTRANCE.

ARTWALK IN CENTRO HISTÓRICO
Is a free self-guided walking
tour of artists’ studios and
galleries in Mazatlán’s Centro
Histórico. Intended to showcase
the visual arts and artists in
downtown; provide a free and
accessible walking tour for
residents and visitors as a way
to meet the artists; and present
a venue for artists to show and
sell their artwork. Definitely a
do not miss event! You’ll find
the printed program all around
Centro Histórico, and you can
identify the participant galleries
by a banner outside. FREE
ENTRANCE / 16:00 to 20:00 hrs /
MORE INFORMATION & MAP on
Facebook @artwalkmazatlan.

07

(and every Saturday of the month)

MAZATLAN’S ORGANIC MARKET
More than 30 vendors
display their products at
this weekly event that has
become a tradition. PLAZA
ZARAGOZA / 08:00 to 12:00
hrs. / FREE ENTRANCE.

The Rondalla del Sector
Educativo returns to Mazatlan
as the main invited of this
amazing cultural experience.
TEATRO ÁNGELA PERALTA / 12:00
hrs. / TICKETS go from S100 to
S350 pesos and are on sale at
the THEATER’S BOX OFFICE.

09

NATIONAL STRIKE AGAINST
FEMINICIDE IN MEXICO
A voluntary movement that
empowers women not to go
out of their houses on this day,
as a manifestation against
the increasing number of
feminicides in México. The
movement’s objective is to
represent the absence of women
at an economical and cultural
level. If you want to participate,
but cannot stay home you can
wear purple clothes and share
the hashtag #UnDiaSinMujeres
(A day without women).

12-15

SEMANA INTERNACIONAL
DE LA MOTO
In it’s 25th anniversary of the
event, the celebration comes
stronger than ever. Two of the
main events are the Welcome
Party, organized by Motoclub Olas
Altas, and the Motocycle Beach
Party, as well as several concerts,
like Cultura Profética, on March
13th (tickets $250 pesos) and
Mexican band Caifane, who will
be closing the event (tickets $450
pesos). The parade is schedule
for Sunday 15th, from Valentino’s
to Olas Altas, around 17:00 hrs.
Most of the activities will be at
PLAZA DE LA MOTO, at Sam’s
Club parking lot / Tickets for
daily visits to the fair will be $35
pesos. You can buy a week pass
for $550 pesos for all the events.
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GORDON CAMPBELL
SEASON 2020: LOOKING
OUT FOR NUMBER 1

11

THE EXPAT/SNOWBIRD
MEET & GREET
Organized by our own Ana
Fernandez, from The Solo
Snowbird, this is a great
opportunity to meet new people
from the expat and snowbird
community in Mazatlan.
HOLIDAY INN, at the rooftop
on CLUB 15 / Beers 2x1 / 17:30
HRS. / Must RSVP at ana@
thesolosnowbird.com.

First collaboration of Sinfonietta
Juventus with the Camerata
Campbell, performing
Beethoven’s Symphony No.
1 and Piano Concert No. 1.
TEATRO ÁNGELA PERALTA /
12:00 hrs. / TICKETS go from
S100 to S350 pesos, on sale
at the theater’s box office.

event organized by Sociedad
de la Guitarra Mazatlán. She
completed her Bachelor's degree
studies at the Conservatory
of Music "Santa Cecilia", in
Rome. She has offered solo
recitals in numerous concert
seasons as well as international
festivals in Europe and America,
playing in important forums
in different parts of the world.
MUSEO DE ARTE MAZATLÁN
/ 20:00 hrs. / Tickets are $150
pesos at the museum’s box
office or online at www.
guitarramazatlan.org. Students
showing credentials pay $ 75.

ARTWALK IN GOLDEN ZONE
Get to know the art scene from
the Golden Zone area! For all Art
lovers don’t miss the opportunity
to find unique pieces of painters,
photographers, jewelers, ceramic
and more…Take a 15-20 mi walk
through Playa Gaviotas Street
starting from Mazatlan4Sale
where you can get Free Margarita
in the hand painted jarrito
(100% proceeds go to charity
supporting Back2Back ) and
following the official map keep
walking to discover more. Every
THIRD THURSDAY of the month
from November to April. FREE
ENTRANCE / 12:00 TO 16:00
hrs / MORE INFORMATION on
Facebook @artwalk.zonadorada

25-28

MAZATLAN JAZZ FEST
An already favorite cultural
event that it’s defin itely not to
missed. By the time this calendar
went to publish the participant
bands were not announced
yet. Keep your eyes open for
more information. Many of the
events are FREE ENTRANCE
at PLAZUELA MACHADO.
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TEMPORADA DE LA GUITARRA
2020: MARINA TOMEI CONCERT

12-15

Young Italian guitarist Marina
Tomei will perform at the
M! Magazine
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Your handy-dandy Mazatlán resource guide! One low price of $2,000 pesos gets you a listing for the entire season
in print and digital edition too. Want to know more? Email us at mztmx@me.com or call (669) 240 73 03

AMO MAZATLAN

Let´s talk about Love

AA Group
AA…Back 2 Basics Group CLOSED
AA Meeting EVERY Friday at noon,
year-round at 405 Canizales, between 5 de Mayo and Carnival,
Centro. Contacts: Bob, 669-1176112, rwbez@yahoo.com; Denny,
669-116-5398,
barrattdennis@
gmail.com.

Juan Pablo Sanchez King

T

he wisdom from ancient
Tolteca civilisation is
magnificent. More than
1500 years ago, they described
the main problem of humanity: the lack of deep emotional
communication and coordination. The concept they used is
‘Mitote’. Mitote describes all
the voices that are resonating
in our heads and won´t let us
hear and see others. Mitote
leads to confusion and lack
of focus, affecting social relationships. I could not think of
a better example for today’s
hyper disconnected world
than the concept of Mitote to
illustrate why human relationships diminish with the rise of
technology. People tend to be
more superficial because of
the overload of stimuli. Since
every word coordinates an
emotion, the sounds of thousands of voices in our heads
generate emotional contradictions and confusion, coupled
with the lack of silence and reflection. Mitote misleads and
demolishing the structures of
meaning; transforming language and words until they
lose their original significance.
For this reason, modern advertising and social media causes
the acceleration of Mitote.
Let me talk about Love for
an example. The meaning of
the word love can range from
the highest form of human
value to a sentimental state of
being. Reverent Martin Luther
King Jr. said:
"One of the great problems of
history is that the concepts of
love and power have usually
been contrasted as opposites polar opposites - so that love
is identified with a resignation
of power, and power with a
denial of love. It was this misinterpretation that caused the
philosopher Nietzsche, who
was a philosopher of the will
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Appliances
Mazatlán Appliances & Services
Large selection of home & commercial appliances. Guaranteed
low prices, prompt service! Call
us: 182-7737 or visit showroom at
Ave. Carlos Conseco #6077, across
from Marina Hospital.

Beauty Salon / SPA

to power, to reject the Christian concept of love. It was
this same misinterpretation
which induced Christian theologians to reject Nietzsche's
philosophy of the will of power
in the name of the Christian
idea of love. We've got to get
this thing right. What is needed is a realization that power
without love is reckless and
abusive, and love without
power is sentimental and anemic. Power at its best is love
implementing the demands of
justice, and justice at its best
is love correcting everything
that stands against love."

We are human beings when
we love, and we love when we
are human beings. Loving is
implicit in our biological constitution. Loving is a possibility
that is based on the universal
desire for well-being and on
our ability to expand that desire to fellow man and to the
outer (living beings, activities,
nature and loved objects). Loving is ordinary. To love consists in seeing and accepting

the other and the outer as legitimate, so that there are no
distortions in the relationship.
Loving happens when we suspend judgments, expectations,
assumptions and demands in
our way of relating to the other
and the outer. ‘To love is to let
appear’ says biologist and philosopher Humberto Maturana.
In my opinion to love is to
see and to see is to love. To
illustrate this, let me share
with you a picture of the collage that my 5 year old daughter did. While in Boston I was
having a video conference
with Silvana. However I told
her that I needed to hang up
because I was exahusted. She
begged me not to hang up, and
offer to invite me to the “club
de descanso”. It wasn’t until I
saw this picture, that I noticed
that my face was in the full
screen of the phone. For her, "I
was the phone". She touched
my world with respect when
she saw me tired; she took
care of me covering me with
a blanket, she added a night
light, she sang mild songs, and
caressed my “forehead” until

Tippy Toes Salon & Spa Full-service salon: hair, nails, facials,
massage & more. Quality products and autoclave sterilization!
Sixto Osuna #115, Olas Altas,
across from Art Museum. 9813463, www.tippytoesmaz.com

I slept. This aesthetic experience drove me to this conclusion: What is the arts for?
To see. What is science for ?
To see. What is education for?
Also to see. Science, art, and
education serve us to see and
feel ourselves, so that we can
see and feel the others. And
what is the use of seeing? For
me, seeing serves to love.
Please send me a comment
about what you love about
Mazatlán; what you want to
preserve and what you wish
to change. I will respond to
your comments and feedback
in my next article. •

Juan Pablo A. Sanchez King (LUCAS) is studying a Phd. in Social
Welfare at Boston College, he is
a Life and Business Shepard and
consultant, with a multidisciplinary background in Industrial
Engineering, Marketing and Cultural-Biology. He works to transform society for a greater good.
www.lacalledelafelicidad.org
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Business/Professional Advice
Kelly Consultores. Specializing
in fideicomisos, business set-up,
accounting, legal, labor, tax & immigration matters. 30 years exp.
Rodolfo or Suelen Kelly. Office:
Guillermo Nelson 100-108, across
from cathedral, Centro. 985-5020.
skelly@kellyconsultores.com,
rkelly@kellyconsultores.com

Craft Sale
Craft, Food & Bake Sale. Starting
November 14, 9am to Noon every Wednesday. Featuring home
made pickles, pies, muffins, cookies & comfort food. We also have
crafts, jewelry, greeting cards and
much, much more. Located at La
Catrina Restaurant across from
Luna Palace.

March 2020

Dental
Dr. Francisco Bouttier General
Dentistry. GOOD PRICES! We’ll
come pick you up for your first
appt! Phone 669 982 4767 / 24
hours & emergencies. Excellent
reviews. English spoken. Rio Baluarte #139 Near the Aquarium.
ddsbouttier@hotmail.com

Design
Come visit our new Art and furnishings gallery in our Mazatlan4Sale offices. Exclusive designs
of authentic Oaxacan rugs, local artists exhibits and high end
furnishings. We also present the
Golden Zone ARTWALK once a
month with many local artists.
office@mazatlan4sale.com
669
913 6408 360 326 8769

Get Away
La Rosa de Las Barras “Intimate
Beachfront Retreat.” A private
México vacation on a beautiful
secluded beach, one hour north
of Mazatlán near Las Labradas
petroglyphs. Cell: 696-102-5001,
www.larosadelasbarras.com.

Handyman
A to Z Services “One Call Can
Solve All!” Experienced plumber,
tiler, metal work, floor polishing,
project & property managing. English speaking, 27 years in Mazatlán. Cell: 669 102-6662, griff2010@
gmail.com.

Insurance
Juan Chong Insurance “Reliable
Service for All Your Insurance
Needs.” Office: 669-982-0260, Cell:
6699-18-2504. Vonage: 619-4883717. Calle 5 de Mayo #2214, (bet.
Zaragoza & Luis Zuniga) Centro
Historico.juanfchong@gmail.com
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Medical Services
Air evacuation insurance. GUARANTEED ACCEPTANCE for everyone under 85 & all stable pre-existing conditions automatically
covered. NO WAITING PERIODS!
RETURN to your home country
with an affordable Travel MedEvac
insurance policy! www.medevacmazatlan.com

Organic Products
Local produce, dairy, baked goods
and other items. Saturday 8amNoon, Zaragoza Park, Centro
Histórico. Nov-April. Info: 669116-3297. Facebook: Mercado
Orgánico de Mazatlán

Real Estate
Mazatlan4Sale, Premier Real Estate Brokerage. Located in Golden
Zone Playa Gaviotas #439, in-front
of Holiday Inn. Experience locally and in US for over 33 years in
Real Estate and Property Management for residential properties
and Home Staging. office@mazatlan4sale.com 669 913 6408 360 326
8769

Spanish Classes
Esinti Cafe - Spanish Classes
Mondays and Wednesdays 1:30pm
to 2:30pm at “Esinti Cafe”. Classes
for all levels. Register at lulugarvila@hotmail.com or 669 994 8632.
Don’t wait, register today!
Centro de Idiomas ESRAH Spanish classes; private / groups /
conversation. All levels. Bilingual
teachers and translation service.
Phone: 1931249 Cell: 6699 320931
whatsapp. Info@esrah.mx - www.
esrah.mx

Tours
Sinaloa Adventures DMC. Established Tour Operator, 20 years
experience, Certified Touring
Vehicles, Licensed Tour Guides,
Daily Tours, Tailor Made Excursions, Airport Transfers. Unforgettable Experiences!!! Call 669 191
2005/669 129 4857 sinaloaadventures@gmail.com

Tours
Onca Explorations, swimming
with dolphins in the wild,
whale watching, snorkel, kayak and more, we help travelers
live epic experiences, explore
new places, meet new people and connect with nature
while getting involved in conservation projects and citizen
science expeditions throughout Mazatlan and other ecoregions. Tel. (669) 913.40.50 /
(669) 116.03.01 www.oncaexplorations.com

Property Management
Mazatlan4Rent Experience Mazatlan’s finest selection of properties
for your next vacation. Proudly representing the professional needs of our clients and their
beautiful homes. Ave. Playa Gaviotas 439A, Zona Dorada office@
mazatlan4rent.com 669 913 1830
OCCAN PROPERTIES A vacation
home management company that
is small enough to care, but big
enough to make a difference. Now
accepting Oceanfront and Marina
properties! It’s time you experience
complete peace-of-mind. info@
occanproperties.com Ph. 669-5330950 www.occanproperties.com

Veterinarian
Paws of Love is your full service veterinarian clinic offering
such services as: Consultations,
X-Rays, Ultrasound, Vaccines,
Grooming, Surgery, Dental Cleaning, Pet Food and Accessories. 669
161 9855 or mvzineslovi@hotmail.
com Open 10AM to 6PM - English
Spoken.
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